Individuals with substance abuse (SA) histories show impairment in the computations necessary for decisionmaking, including expected value (EV) and prediction error (PE). Neuroimaging findings, however, have been inconsistent. Sixteen youth with (SA positive ) and 29 youth without (SA negative ) substance abuse histories completed a passive avoidance task while undergoing functional MRI. The groups did not significantly differ on age, gender composition or IQ. Behavioral results indicated that SA positive youth showed significantly less learning than SA negative youth over the task. SA positive youth show problems representing EV information when attempting to avoid sub-optimal choices in bilateral inferior frontal gyrus and striatum. Furthermore, SA positive youth showed a significantly increased differential response to reward versus punishment feedback modulated by PE in posterior cingulate cortex relative to SA negative youth. Disrupted decision-making is likely to exacerbate SA as a failure to represent EV during the avoidance of sub-optimal choices is likely to increase the likelihood of SA. With respect to the representation of PE, future work will be needed to clarify the impact of different substances on the neural systems underpinning PE representation. Moreover, interaction of age/development and substance abuse on PE signaling will need to be explored.
Youth with substance abuse histories exhibit dysfunctional representation of expected value during a passive avoidance task Behavioral results indicated that SA positive youth showed significantly less learning than SA negative youth over the task. SA positive youth show problems representing EV information when attempting to avoid sub-optimal choices in bilateral inferior frontal gyrus and striatum. Furthermore, SA positive youth showed a significantly increased differential response to reward versus punishment feedback modulated by PE in posterior cingulate cortex relative to SA negative youth. Disrupted decision-making is likely to exacerbate SA as a failure to represent EV during the avoidance of sub-optimal choices is likely to increase the likelihood of SA. With respect to the representation of PE, future work will be needed to clarify the impact of different substances on the neural systems underpinning PE representation. Moreover, interaction of age/development and substance abuse on PE signaling will need to be explored.
Introduction
Substance abuse (SA) is a major societal problem with enormous economic and human costs (Patel et al., 2016) . SA problems have consistently been associated with deficits in decision-making (Bechara et al., 2002; Bechara and Damasio, 2002; Mazas et al., 2000) . Recently, these impairments have been related to specific neural systems (in particular, ventral striatum and ventromedial prefrontal cortex; Kalivas and Volkow, 2005) . However, relatively little research has addressed the computational impairments underpinning decision-making in individuals with SA histories (Krmpotich et al., 2015; Stout et al., 2005 Stout et al., , 2004 ). Yet, determining the specific forms of impairment will provide treatment targets for novel interventions.
Successful decision-making involves the representation of at least two critical computations: (i) expected value (EV) and prediction error (PE; Rescorla, 2002; Rescorla and Wagner, 1972) . EV is the subjective value associated with an action or stimulus, which an individual has learned over time through experience. When an individual first encounters a stimulus, its EV will be 0 (assuming the individual has no expectation that the stimulus is associated with either reward or punishment). However, if the individual responds to the stimulus and gains reward its EV will increase (the stimulus has gained a positive subjective value). Responding to a novel stimulus and gaining punishment will result in a reduction in EV (and the stimulus may gain a negative subjective value). PE is the difference between the EV of the stimulus and the value of the feedback received. PEs signal that learning should occur leading to a revision of EV and thus more appropriate choice behavior in the future (Rescorla and Wagner, 1972) . A positive PE occurs when feedback is a greater reward or less severe punishment than expected. A negative PE occurs when feedback is a more severe punishment or a lesser reward than expected. Ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC), posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) and striatum have been implicated in EV and PE signaling (Clithero and Rangel, 2014; O'Doherty, 2011 O'Doherty, , 2004 . In addition,
